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PRESIDENT'S INTRODUCTION

I have been a member of another special interest organisation for many years and enjoyed their magazine,
looking forward to its arrival, but never bothering to respond to the editor's call for letters - UNTIL NOW.
The experience of seeking written response to the issues we raise in this magazine (and receiving virtually
none) prompted me to send off a letter forthwith. It will be a long wait if you all have to join an editorial
committee before you pen your thoughts. Active participation in AUSGLASS will give greater meaning and
satisfaction to you as members. The debate will become necessarily didactic unless you express your views,
so I urge you again to put your thoughts on paper. We have little trouble fmding material to print, but this
magazine is the forum of AUSGLASS between conferences, and we fervently desire to maintain that as our
primary objective. Whether it is achieved is up to you.

Planning the 1991 Conference has reached the stage of finalisation of the programme and the sending of
invitations to various overseas and local guests. It is too early to mention names, but as soon as they are
confirmed, we will let you know. It is disturbing to discover how many of Sydney's quality exhibition spaces
are closing, closed, or will be unavailable in 1991, including the Crafts Centre in The Rocks, Centrepoint
podium level, the Opera House Exhibition Hall and all the areas under the control of the Powerhouse, to
mention a few. It is ironic that, as the "arts" is belatedly becoming recognised as one of Australia's major
industries, co-incidentally the number of showrooms is diminishing rapidly in our largest city. However, a
lot of groundwork has been done and we have some positive leads. Once again, we soon hope to be in a
position where we can provide more details.

Sadly, it is my duty to present a valediction. The furnaces of the Hartley-Wood antique glass factory in
Sunderland, England, were closed down recently. The glassblowers there have been creating a product
synonymous with quality for nearly a century, in much the same way as the first to produce stained glass for
the industry 2,000 years ago. It is the glass which most closely resembles that of the Gothic period and has
been essential for the restoration of those historical masterpieces. The small and highly individual sheets
of glass from Hartley Wood have also been used in the contemporary development of stained glass and will
be sorely missed. Until recently, there was a Hartley Wood Glass Prize for students of stained glass in
England. There is some hope of the company's resurrection, however, a most appropriate piece of news for
this time of year. It is unfortunate that support for such worthwhile pursuits is predicated on financial
parameters rather than aesthetic ones and that salvation rests in the hands of dedicated individuals, having
been abandoned by the corporate sector. The ability of the latter to carry such an expensive exercise is
unquestionable and requires just the will to demonstrate responsibility for maintaining what was, after all,
the historical jewel in the crown.

I close with another appeal. Membership falls due for everyone with this issue, so please send your cheques
in now, before you blow all your money on gifts and holidays. We cannot survive without your support, and
can certainly not continue to send magazines to non-financial members.

Enjoy the holiday, and I hope you all have a safe, enjoyable break and a happy and successful new year.

Marc Grunseit

Q Q Q Q NOTICE TO ALL MEMBERS cJ 9

It's that time of the year when money is flowing! The stagnant, the transient and the illusive dollars are
being spent on Christmas presents, holidays, dinners, joy rides, and ...... AUSGLAss.

MEMBERsHIP FEES FOR 11lE YEAR 1990 ARE NOW DUE

Post it now, then it's done and you can forget about it again and enjoy your membership with a clean
conscience. We need your contribution to cover costs necessarily incurred by an organisation like ours.
Many members are working hard, on a voluntary basis, to keep the network going and to organise the next
conference. So, if you can't contribute with person power (i.e. writing for the magazine, helping organise
the conference, etc.) please contribute with $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

THANKS
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GLASS CRIT: BY BRIAN HIRST

With the generous assistance of the VACB, Lance Feeney and Brian Hirst (as our roving AUSGLASS

representatives) attended the Art Association of Australia Conference in Melbourne, which was held at the
Melbourne University in September and run in conjunction with the Art Museums Association Conference.
The purpose of this was to gain exposure to current thinking and attitudes to evaluation of art (e.g.
Modernism/Post-modernism), to observe conference formats, and also, most importantly, to attend the first
inroads "craft" was making into the current art debate.

The session on "Decor" was introduced by Julie Ewington (Art History & Theory, Canberra School of Art)
as convenor, who outlined the topic, and three speakers, Pam Black Sue Rowley and Dr. Robert Nelson, who
spoke on topics as diverse as "Decor for the Body: Ways of Taking Mainstream Fashion", "Positioning Craft
in Cultural Practice", and lastly (the most comical) "The Letterboxes of Glen Waverley".

Following the papers there was considerable lively discussion that had to be brought to a close to vacate the
building at the end of the day. Feedback to Julje was so good that she hopes to increase this section of the
program in the next conference in 1990, hopefully to be held in Canberra or Sydney. 'Unfortunately no
individual papers were distributed or available from this Conference.

One paper was procurred from the Art Museums Conference, which included in its program the thought
provoking topic of "Regionalism". This article is reproduced below, and was mad available by the author,
Ian Burns. Ian is a recognised artist who was involved in the "Conceptual Art Language Movement" in the
1970s.

----- ----------------
On VIEWS OF THE REGIONS

A topic like City views of the regiolls is not possible without tackling wider questions. So I'm approaching
this with considerable latitude.

Part of my argument is also located in terms of personal experience. I lived away from Australia from 1964
to 1977. In the early 60s I had gained a strong interest in Sidney Nolan's 1940s work (especially his St. KiJda
and Wimmera paintings) and, before I left, I took slides of as many early works by Nolan as I could lind.
Within 3-4 years I was involved in the development of Conceptual Art in New York. Looking at the slides
of Nolan's work in that context, my response was admittedly confused, but I still found the pictures held their
fascination.

This produced in me a sort of cultural schizophrenia, with little symmetry across the schism. Yet Nolan's
pictures didn't strike me as antagonistic to the Conceptual Art I was then producing. Nolan's irony and
visual punning, the whimsy with a profound edge, the curious devices of appropriating and distancing, of
engagement and critical disengagement with the idea of a modernist tradition - in other words, the
conceptual bases of that early period of Nolan's art - were not unsympathetic to Conceptual Art. In fact,
Nolan's art was generous and inclusive, seeming to offer itself as historically co-extensive with Conceptual
Art.

But the historical lineage of Conceptual Art was very well sorted out - one might say, it was conceived with
its history already intact - Minimal and Pop, Johns and Cage, Duchamp and Dada, the intellectual rigour
of Mondrian and geometric mysticism of Malevich, and so on. The success of Conceptual Art was located
in terms of that institutionalised and centrist history of modern art. For the past half century, such histories
of twentieth century art have tended to be exclusive - exclusively modern and exclusively centrist - and an
artist like Nolan didn't lit in. Yet he sat very comfortably within my sense of my own history. It felt at the
time as if I was caught between two notions of art history, one which was generous and inclusive, the other
exclusive and demanding degrees of cultural self-denial or censorship.

Faced wiLh that sort of cultural schizophrenia, the choice is to either suppress the feeling or accept it and
self-consciously incorporate the contradictions into a practice. Of course I'm convinced that much interesting
art emerges through the latter choice. The lessons of Nolan's early art offered one possible model of
exploration of such contradictions - while Conceptual Art offered a range of basic tools of analysis. While
these were very different orders of art, I found the convergence highly provocative at the time ... and still
find it so. But I remain wary of translating a feeling of cultural schizophrenia into any simply dichotomy like
regional/international, or regional/metropolitan, or anything like that. Such a translation enacts a too radical
reduction, obscuring the complexity of the contradictions.

Australia 3



CITY VIEWS OF THE REGIONS (continued)

It worries me a lot when, at the end of the twentieth century, I see claims of regionalism applied to
contemporary art practices, where that regionalism implies a geographical definition. Up to the 194Ds,
maybe even later, there was a strong basis for talking about regional expressions within Australian art. In
that era, the idea of regional specificity invoked a geographical definition and assumed that the art was
significantly formed by a response to a local environment. Not merely influenced by but significantly formed,
often by a long process of gleaning knowledge about the appearance of a particular regional landscape. But
the concept of art itself has changed considerably since the first half of the century. The role of subject
matter has shifted and today is not the significant vehicle of expression it once was. The experience ofplace
- previously the outcome of artistic processes giving recognisable form to the appearance of one's immediate
environment or customs - has become less specific, and in many ways the ,concept of place is now detached
from geography. Nineteenth century naturalism - a force still vital in Australian culture - is today more
generalised and functions in ways which rarely affirm the idea or specific place. Thus, many of the former
means of eliciting a geographically defined regional expression have been transformed and are incapable of
performing that former function.

So, today, I'm fairly pessimistic about the possibility of redemption in geography, or any artistic oasis in
isolation in the regions or of an innocence in nature. The idea of a geographically-defined regional
expression is, I believe, one of the current romantic fictions which obscure much of the reality of the industry
we operate within.

A need exists to recast notions of regional expression in more general terms, permlttmg a critical
(re)engagement with the reality of our industry. Let's briefly recount what that reality has become. The
emergence of more powerful and centralised institutional bodies and structures has reorganised and
transformed - in spectacular fashion - the art industry over recent decades. We are getting ever-closer to
the ordered "totally administered" industry ... with the modernism as its corporate <festhetic. In Australia,
especially since the 1960s, this has occurred with the rise of a centralised federal agency offering funded
employment to artists, replicated by wide-ranging State-based funding agencies, a greatcr (and often
aggressive) focus on contemporary art by the publicly-funded institutions, a recurring spectacle of
international exhibitions, an art publishing industry which has been operating for much of the past two
decades with a "boom" mentality, an explosive growth in administrative areas of the arts (including the
curatorial, academic and critical functions), the academicisation of teaching in art schools and a more
sophisticated and collusive marketing apparatus.

The rank-and-flle artist has never before been confronted with such a profound sense of hierarchy - in terms
of a generic ranking of artists. This hierarchy - stage-managed and institutionally documented - provides
clear indicators for the artist as she/he moves from one level to the next (Oo' almost like grades in the public
service - soon, perhaps, promotions and appeals tribunals for artists won't be all that out-of-place).

And never before has there been such a Dow of information about art production both within this country
and from without - books, magazines, catalogues, radio and TV programs, seminars, conferences, art school
and university courses, lectures, films and of course conferences ... with much of the impetus for this cascade
of information institutionally sourced and administered. And, of course, there's nothing like a conference
to affirm positions in the prevailing hierarchy.

These developments encourage conformity within art practices, sharing a unified field of knowledge about
contemporary art which excludes the possibility of any privileged "outsider" status. In today's environment,
diversity has been reduced to a well-rehearsed ritual and touted in terms of its commodity value. And this
can be said, regardless of whether we're talking in a general sense about Australia as a regional culture or
about the question of different regional expressions within Australian culture. Or for that matter about
artistic expressions emerging from other backgrounds, from Aboriginal backgrounds, or migrant, or whatever.
The uniformity which permeates the art of recent decades is greater, I feel, than at any other time this
century. If this is a function of our ordered and over-administered age, then too many of the institutional
initiatives of recent decades have sponsored a cultural and historical amnesia.

So it doesn't lead anywhere today to argue about the possibility of regional expressions in art. The question
is a broader and far more critical one about difference - about how, at the end of the twentieth century, we
might construct notions of difference, given the containment of recent art practices and the pressures towards
conformity.
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CITY VIEWS OF THE REGIONS (continued)

This question includes how we restmcture our industry to encourage diversity and give recogllltlOn to
difference. An awareness of difference was at the basis of what I referred to earlier in terms of cultural
schizophrenia, of trying to accommodate a sense of difference while working in a mainstream tradition which
enacted a closure on such differences. Similar concerns are a source of frustration of many other Australian
artists, whether within or outside the institutionally privileged centres of Sydney and Melbourne.

While we can't legislate difference (of course), we can work to secure the institutional conditions which
encourage diversity and recognise difference. But it's not a matter of simply listing what those conditions
might be. Some understanding is required of how artists experience a sense of difference. I would suggest
that it's something like a feeling of distance, of cultural distance - whether it is between a metropolitan centre
and a (non-metropolitan) region, or between Aboriginal and European experiences, or whatever. And the
issue is how one engages that culturaJ distance, how its criticaJ potential is retained, utilised, unleashed. A
critical engagement with the space of cultural distance is like coming to terms with a sense of cultural
schizophrenia; it is like a self-conscious self-marginalisation. Perhaps it's like de-institutionalising one's
practice ... but that may be too utopian.

The important point is that one apprehends a sense of cultural distance working in Darlinghurst or Rozelle
just as easily as working in Lismore, Broken Hill or Ballarat. Geography may come into it but not
necessarily, and certainly not as a decisive factor.

Of course, artists who decide to work in country regions do so for different reasons than artists who gravitate
towards the metropolitan centres. It suggests a different kind of ambition, not a lesser or greater ambition,
not purer ambition. It does, however, entail a different access to sources of institutional decision-making
and to sources of information. These factors mayor may not lead to an art with some differences, but if
so then not for reasons of geography but for socio-psychological reasons, a response to the administrative
and organisational structures of the industry. (It should be obvious I'm not considering here the regional
character or relation to geography of any Aboriginal art - that is not a model we can aspire to.)

One needs to be extremely wary of what is identified in terms of difference. Many of the arguments for
regional-based expre'ssions are integral to commercial strategies in the marketplace. These arguments
presuppose a marginalisation of certain art practices on predominantly geographical grounds, and then
exploit that as a way of gaining advantage at the moment when the market seeks a mild diversification. Such
commercial strategies tend to produce, not difference, but comatose versions of then current dominant
theories and styles, a bit of local colour notwithstanding. As strategies they're incapable of dealing critically
with their own marginalisation.

One needs also to be wary of the fetishisation of difference which has become a feature of the mass
consumer culture of late capitalism. This relates to the techniques of product differentiation (... we're all
familiar with the commercials on TV which tell us nothing about the product, only how it is different from
other similar products). This fetishisation of difference is simply another way of encoding conformity. An
object can't be valued simply because it is different - difference isn't a value in itself.

Thus - there can be no arguing for difference for its own sake. The possibility of difference emerges through
the realisation of a sense of cultural distance - if you like, through that self-conscious self-marginalisation.
An artist today needs to stay one step in front of his/her career - while the institutional pressures of
conformity are for artists to stay one step behind their careers.

An institutional ability to recognise difference pre-supposes the recognition and valuing of cultural distance,
as a space of critical practice, as a space which allows for complex transactions and exchanges. That
recognition will promote a greater sensitivity to diversity and multiplicity in artistic expression. Difference
is not, after all, something we can afford to be indifferent about. At the end of the twentieth century,
difference is no longer something we can simply take for granted.
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FURTHER INFORMATION ON THE INDUSTRIAL FRONT

The Long Service Payments Board Corporation was established in New South Wales in February 1975 to
provide Long Service Benefits to members of the Building & Construction Industry.

To simplify the operation of the scheme, a new Act of Parliament took effect on 1st July, 1986. The new
scheme is fmanced by a levy on the cost of erection of all buildings and other structures in New South Wales,
including civil engineering works such as roads and bridges.

The Glass Industry became party to these arrangements in 1986 and aU employees now covered by The Glass
Workers (State) Award must be registered with the Corporation.

It is the responsibility of their employer to arrange registration, and at the end of each financial year to
complete the Claim for Service forms provided by the Corporation for each employee (in triplicate, of
course!!) The Corporation will then issue a Certificate of Service to each employee registered, and upon
attainment of 15 years service within the industry, the employee is entitled to "cash-in" his/her certificates
for a benefit equivalent to 13 weeks at the current Award rate.

It will be of interest to self employed persons within the glass industry that, provided they are in fact engaged
in the appropriate activities of glass cutting etc. as described in the Award, then they themselves are eligible
for registration and Long Service benefits.

Jeff Hamilton

HOT GLASS WORKSHOP - NEW ZEALAND SOCIETY OF ARTISTS IN GLASS

Another workshop that is bound to be of interest is the forthcoming visit to New Zealand by "Italian
Maestro" Lino Tagliapietra and American glass artists Richard Marquis and Dante Marioni, and we
reproduce the foUowing information that has been made available by the New Zealand Society of Artists in
Glass for those who may be interested in participating in this unique demonstration of the hot glass working
arts.

"Some time ago the maestro expressed a wish to pass on his knowledge further afield, as a result this trio have
come together to cany out the task of spreading these exceptional Italian glass working procedures.

Tagliapietra is perhaps the most sort after teacher in his field in the world. Certainly the combination of these
three great talents working together will produce spectacular results. A lot of effort has been spent over the last
year completely renovating and upgrading the Sunbeam Glass workshop in readiness for this event. In
consultation with the artists specialised equipment has been built. The workshop includes a 300kg capacity glass
melting tank, Pilchuk style glory hole and a large annealing space.

77le workshop is located in Auckland central close to the airport, accommodation and restaurants. Registration
is NZ$300 and the session starts on February 19th, 1990 lasting for five days. After the first five days the facility
will be open for two days for some hands-on participation and a chance to try out some of the methods learnt.

77le workshop is open to any person interested in glass and is on a first come first serve basis. We apologise
for the short notice but confinnation of funding has only just come through. We acknowledge and appreciate
the assistance of the Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council of New Zealand and the New Zealand 1990 Commission.

After this workshop we are told that the maestro Lino Tagliapietra and Richard Marquis both have schedules
that will not allow them to travel to this part of the world again for several years for this sort of event. So don't
delay, register now and look forward to a magnificent experience."

For details contact:
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WANGANUI SUMMER SCHOOL OF THE ARTS 
HOT GLASS WORKSHOP - TUTOR: ROB LEVIN, U.S.A.

Notice was received from New Zealand with regard to the above workshop to be held in New Zealand in
3rd - 12th January 1990, but unfortunately the closing date for applications was 24th November, 1989. We
don't know if all places were filled, but decided to note the following information in this issue for anyone
that may be interested.

"Rob Levin is a glass artist, exhibitor and teacher of many years' experience, whose work
is represented in the Corning Museum of Glass and numerous other public and private
collections around the world.

The course will cover technical and philosophical aspects of working with hot glass and will
include glass and colour formulation, equipment and studio design, studio management,
creative use of molds, historical and contemporary perspectives on glass and, of course, lots
of glassblowing.

Participants will be encouraged to extend their individual directions and skills while also
working co-operatively together. Emphasis will be on development of personal style and
feeling for the material. Glassblowing experience is a necessary pre-requisite."

The cost of the course is listed as being $296.00 and class size limited to 12 students.

Further information can be obtained from Wanganui Regional Community College, Campbell Street, Private
Bag, Wanganui, New Zealand [Phone: (064) 50997, Fax: (064) 52263]

HARTLEY WOOD GLASS
Reproduced below is a letter received by us concerning the closure of the Hartley Wood glass blowing
facilities in Sunderland, England. Unfortunately it was undated, and we do not know if a response now
would be too late to help, but we felt any response may well be appreciated by the people concerned.

NA. Alder,
12, Whitburn Road,
Cleadon, Sunderland,
Tyne & Wear, SR6 7QP.

Dear Customer,

By this time you will probably have learned of the closure of Hartley Wood & Co., Ltd.

The reasons for this leller is to help fomlulate a business plan to set up hand blown antique on a
different site within the Sunderland area. To do this J have to be able to give the bank a fairly accurote
forecast of the likely requirement of antique glass.

1 am therefore writing to you as a user ofantique, asking ifyou would be good enough to supply me with
information regarding the quantities you have bought in the past and your possible future yearly
requirements (for say three years) for antique direct from the factory.

Having been involved for the past twenty years in all aspects of this centuries-old process, I feel that to
preserve the croft ofantique glass manufacture is to preserve the quality ofStained Glass windows in their
purest fonn.

However, J must stress that my "business"presentation is very dependant on the response Jreceive to this
leller so that J can Quantify the market.

Your reply will be treated with the utmost confidence.

Yours sincerely,

NA. Alder.
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ANZ GLASS PRIZE, 1989
-- - - --~----,

I.

----1,-

The secondANZ GLASS PRIZE was held at the GLASS ARTISTS' GALLERY in Glebe from
Friday, 6th October, 1989 running through to Saturday, 4th November, and was once again a very successful
show. .

Pictured here are the winners of the two categories: Meza Rijsdijk (above) was the winner of the Wallpiece
Section, and Katy O'Rourke (below) was winner of the Corporate Gift Section.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

HOT GLASS IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND: From Stephen Skillitzi, South Australia

There has yet to be published an in-depth article about the development of contemporary studio glass art in Australia,
however generalities abound Since AuSGLASS is primarily concerned with the promotion of Australian glass art here
and overseas, AuSGLASS should endorse any serious attempt to compile and publish such a much-needed article.
Regrettably, there have been published internationally in 1989 two historically flawed essays that include this subject. The
fact that they are internationally disseminated and glossily presented with an overwhelming amount of truthful (though
sometimes outdated) comment in them only compounds the problem of future correction: only a tiny portion of these
two world-wide surveys of Contemporary Glass Art, written by Dan Klein (London) and Susanne Frantz (Corning
U.SA) are contentious. Both authors appear to believe (at time of publication) that before the Boysen, Marquis,
Hennan trio there was no Australian contemporary glass or related activity worth mentioning. Obviously world-wide
surveys must avoid bogging down in trivia, but accurate impressions should be projected My outline of this facet of
Australian pre 74 glass history can be found buried in the back of Craft Australia magazine Wmter '82, page 72. The
names I mentioned there included Paul Haworth, Jimmy Whitman, Julio Santas (all three blowers from Leonora factory),
Peter Dockerty (from Crown Crystal factory), Peter Minson (from the Minson family glass factory), Ron Street and
myself, Stephen Skillitzi, (both U.SA trained glass artists). All seven men operated independent furnaces for studio glass
in Australia prior to the Boysen, Marquis, Hennan trio's arrival. Also the Sydney designer, Douglas Annand, did furnace
glass architectural projects at Leonora from the 1960s; and there are others as well

Mel Simpson (glass artist and educator from New Zealand) and myself (in Australia) are simultaneously launching an
attempt, through our respective Glass Societies, at facilitating articles to be written on the development of hot glass in
our two countries. Obviously studio hot glass (and kiln glass) after 1975, compared to before 1975, is progressively more
mature, more widespread, more relevant to current concerns. Nevertheless a concise article whose theme is
"Contemporary Australian hot glass prior to 1975" is needed to:

(1) add the dimension missing from the 1989 "authorative" texts of Klein and Frantz;

(2) provide the first "grass roots" essay on a misunderstood period;

(3) hopefully be referred to by future chroniclers; and

(4) be absorbed into the ongoing history of Australian glass art documentation.

Interested parties are invited to send material (written and/or photographic) to me, Stephen Skillitzi, care of
P.O. Box 377, Brighton, South Australia, 5048 [phone: (00) 298 4156] before mid-January 19SXl. I will attempt to gain
material clired.ly from non-AuSGLASS glass artists and organisations. A suitable Australian author will be approached
to compile such an historical review, based on that material from those relevant people, with the article to be published
as soon as practicable. AuSGLASS should be kept infonned at each stage.

RESPONSE TO GLASS EDUCATION IN AUSTRALIA: From Claudia Graham, New South Wales

I found the opening statement on the subject of glass education in Australia interesting and thought-provoking.

Not having studied in Australia I am not able to comment on some of your remarks. However, I do agree with your
list of suggestions and would like to add one or two points.

When I went to college in England in the early 1970s, the development of ideas was the prime concern, at the expense
of craftsmanship.

I agree that an open mind to new ideas is important, but we need to be taught the skills in order to present those ideas
in the most professional way. As I see it, the skills/techniques can serve as the main tool for the expression of ideas.
The more skilled you are, the more likely you are to express your ideas precisely in the way you want to.

Secondly, I think we should think of education as an on-going project throughout life and hence should consider courses
and programmes designed to fit in with the altered situation of post-student years. Something like part-time courses and
workshops aimed at adults and people with families, maybe at weekends, evenings or during school hours.

U'"
'.
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F. NEIL FINN: A GLASS SURVIVOR

Neil was born in Brisbane in 1936 and the family moved to Arncliffe, in Sydney, in 1940. His mother was
a tailor and his father a chef, a practical man, skilled with his hands but unlucky in business, who moved on
to toolmaking and painting/decorating over the years. Neil's formal schooling ended at 14, after the death
of his mother. Necessity forced him to seek a job and he went straight to the corner leadlight shop, where
he had been a keen observer for many years. So began a forty year career in the glass trade.

It was a difficult period for young Neil, as his father did not approve of his choice of occupation and
differences of opinion led to his leaving home and moving into a boarding house. Six months after he
started, the proprietor switched from leadlight to general glazing, but Neil maintained his interest by making
panels for the locals in his spare time. He worked for various glazing companies until 1%2, when he opened
Finn's Glass in Hurstville.

Prior to the war, there had been large and busy stained glass and leadlight divisions of many of the larger
glass companies, but after the war they did not re-open. Neil hit upon the idea of approaching those
companies and offering to buy all their old glass. This they were happy to get rid of, and thus he overcame
the difficulty of acquiring materials which were otherwise virtually unobtainable. He collected some old lead
milling machines during this exercise and used to mill each day's lead requirements the night before. In the
same year, he married and, with his wife, embarked on the creation of a large and successful business and
a similarly endowed family of seven children.

To expand it was necessary to import new glass, but red tape required him to hold an import licence. This
in turn required him to be an accredited member of the Glass Merchants Associatio~, which necessitated
him providing a full glazing service. Over the next five years, Neil expanded the business to cover general
glazing, shopfront glazing, as well as the leadlight side. He specialised in domestic leadlight, as the separate
studios of the glass painters had the ecclesiastical side of the market covered (Handel, Moor, Saunders et
al). His main competitor was Boltons. It was an interesting period, which saw the arrival and development
of many of today's well established stained glass artists and the transition of the few large studios to the
current, numerous, smaller ones.

Neil attempted to establish a studio on the lines of the German model. Here the artist/designer works with
the studio, which measures, cuts, assembles and installs the panels under supervision. The first to use this
facility was Stephen Moor, but most of the other artists felt threatened by the concept and it never really
went much further, to Neil's dismay. Business however was good, and there were seven people working full
time on the leading benches. They began to diversify into interior decorative glazing, mirrors and glass
tabletops, with less emphasis on general glazing, moving gradually towards 100% stained glass.

Neil advertised his services widely for years, but growth was slow. Then, in the mid-seventies, the stained
glass scene took off. He began teaching school art classes and adult groups from the Lions Clubs, and even
groups of teachers from the Arts Departments of Universities and Technical Colleges. This was a deliberate
strategy, based on a long-held philosophy. Neil reasoned that if lay people could be interested in stained
glass, it would raise the general awareness and boost the whole market. There would be a broad base of
people who were informed about the medium, and a large potential hobby market as well. From this level,
some would rise to become professionals and begin to challenge the more complacent ones to lift their game,
and promotion of the best work would feed in again at the bottom of the pyramid and refuel the cycle.
There was scepticism and even conflict with some of the established practitioners, but Neil held to his belief
that everyone would benefit in the long run.

The biggest hurdle now was the paucity of supplies. The overseas manufacturers took little interest in
Australia, and the local lead suppliers produced a poor product, so with characteristic zeal, Neil tackled both
problems head on. Although he had never travelled overseas, he decided to go directly to the various glass
manufacturers, and took himself off to Germany, France, England and America where he made contacts
which continue today. He began to import European and Kokomo glass, thus establishing for the first time
a large and reliable wholesale and retail stained glass supply.
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WNEIL FINN: A GLASS SURVIVOR (continued)

Solving the problem of the lead took longer. It was manufactured in Sydney and supplied in five foot
lengths in hessian bags. It looked like wet spaghetti and had to be stretched, straightened and scrubbed
before it could be used. Finn's quickly became the largest customer for lead in the country and implored
the manufacturer to improve the product. At one stage they began cutting, cleaning and straightening it,
boxing and reselling the cames wholesale.

18th November, 1977 was a milestone for Neil Finn. On that day his factory burned to the ground. Virtually
all his stock was lost, including his first container of Kokomo glass, and fifteen employees were idle.
However, Neil's enduring memories of that time are of the support and goodwill he received from friends,
clients, colleagues and staff. Offers of tools, equipment, supplies and low rent premises flooded in, but
having always done things on his own, there was only one path open for him, and Neil started himself on
the road to recovery. In two days he had salvaged the leading benches from the rubble and they were being
worked on in new premises, his present address in Peakhurst. New orders were placed for stock glass,
although fortunately the oldest glass, used for repairs, had survived. (He kept on all his staff, despite the
difficulties.) The only supplier who failed to support him in this financially lean time was the lead
manufacturer, so Neil decided it was time to make his own.

The local glass scene changed with the temporary hole in the market. Yencken-Sandy saw their chance and
moved a branch to Sydney, establishing themselves while Neil replenished his stocks. In retrospect, Neil feels
that this actually improved his business in the long run, as they had a high profile, a large advertising budget,
and they brought out various experts in Oat and warm glass. It took three to four years for Finn's to resume
its previous position in the market for wholesale glass, but other changes were happening too. CASfLEAD
took eighteen months to produce its first foot of lead came (which Neil still has) in 1979. His leadlight
business began to use it and gradually he introduced it, until by 1987 he had 65% of the market, with
prospect for improvement on that figure yet.

Neil also expanded the glass bending, which he had begun during his early move into interior decorative
glass, such that it is now the fourth arm of the Finn conglomerate. Neil points out that although this may
appear to be a business "empire", it is not, as each section is run as a different partnership. This allows him
to avoid the dangers of becoming too big and thus losing touch with the material which has fascinated him
for a lifetime. He genuinely expresses distaste for being the manager of a big business, and strives 10

maintain his hands-qn relationship with glass.

Neil has very definite concepts of the future for stained glass in Australia, and if the success of his past
predictions is anything to go by, he is worth listening to. He sees renewed scope for the European style
studio, capable of delivering a very diverse range of services in conjunction with artists and designers. The
corporate space is the developing market and requires sophistication and professionalism. Diversity seems
to be the key to Neil's vision of the future, incorporating glass in the building materials (as in Darling
Harbour), sculpture, bent panels, large scale fusing and use of contemporary material developments.

Neil was one of the founding.members of AUSGLASS and
hoped it would break down barriers of antagonism and
isolation between the established practitioners of the time.
He concedes that this did not happen, although the new
generation of glass artists seems to have benefited by not
repeating the mistakes of their forebears. Communication
and interaction are an accepted part of the contemporary
scene, but much still needs to be done to improve relations
with the older generation. We have a great deal to be
grateful for when considering the contribution to the
Australian glass scene made by Neil Finn. Fortunately, his
enthusiasm and commitment seem to be stronger than ever,
which bodes well for us all.

Marc Grunseit

pdoyle
Sticky Note
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SYDNEY COLLEGE OF THE ARTS GRADUATING STUDENTS'
EXHIBITION AT THE GLASS ARTISTS GALLERY

For two weeks in November, six students graduating with a glass major for the Bachelor of Arts (Vis. Arts)
degree from the Sydney College of the Arts exhibited their work at the Glass Artists' Gallery, under their
own title "More Glass than Class". They were completely responsible for orchestrating the show, from
arranging publicity to running the gallery over the period of the exhibition, getting a complete ruiI of the
gallery experience. The artists concerned were Ben Edols, Melinda Frost, Anthony Hoffman, Michael
Mullen, Mo Orkiszewski and Philippa Playford.

Any final year work attracts a certain curiosity from the public, for it introduces/exposes the offerings of
artists who will be making their entry into the professional community. In this exhibition, the work
represents the consolidation of three years of contact with glass. They are recent works, made mostly within
the last six months, and it is exciting to witness how each artist has put the medium to an entirely different
and individual use.

BEN EDOLS presented a very bold and colourful collection of large hot glass constructions, ranging from
cylindrical vessels of solid colour with engraved panels of contrasting colour (engraved by a colleague, Mo)
to elaborate trumpet-shaped vessel forms with wing extensions, towering on long, gently twisted clear stems,
called the "Flighty Forms". Shorter versions are also included, along with novel drinking goblets with kinked
stems, and a surreal piece that looked like a clear red tulip head with Lips on a clear stem and base, with lace
ring decorating the base like a doily ("The Corporate Kisser"). The work evoked impressions of science
fiction plants or Navaho totems, and showed skill in the development of decoration techniques from glass
with applied surface panels to strips of "laticcino" and alternating colours on a clear base.

MELINDA FROST exhibited three works on squares of sheer glass using her previous painting experience in
a new way. Small but strong central designs were engraved/scratched on the glass, and were then painted
ovcr witli contrasting oil-based pigments, one for background, one for the central image. The motifs were
cross shapes, and the colours used were strong deep royal, red, blue and green. Thcy had the intensity of
velvet, possibly because it was viewed from the underside of the glass. Her imagery is religion-based, and
has a simple and beautiful intensity.

ANTHONY HOFFMAN submitted four works, each an elegant exploration of the accepted views of perspective
and vision, concepts particularly suited to the glass medium. Three works invited the viewer to participate/
be involved. One piece was an old projector, refitted with planes of glass and mirrors, supported by a wire
stand to waist height. Like cross-hairs, there was a fine black line reflected within the apparatus in various
complexity, depending on the angle of viewing. Another work was an application of a stereoscope using two
mirrors and two images of the same object lined up along a metal stand: an exploration of the way our brain
"reconstitutes" two images into one. The most elaborate of these "perspective" machines was a photographic
image laminated between glass, supported at eye level on a "gimbal", an apparatus for rotating both vertical
and horizontal axes, so the image can be rotated. The mystery in this piece has to do with trying to
compensate for the visual distortions recorded in the photo. This was achieved by a highly technical process
involving a pin-hole camera with a slanted photo plane, the figure (the artist himself) distorting perspective
by standing at an angle to the ground. The last work, a fantasy piece suspended from a wire stand, is a
"Flying Toy" (Flugzeug), a miniature boat made of wire and fused crushed glass fittings, with oars and bicycle
scats, inspired by ancient ideas of aviation.

MICHAEL MULLENS presented seven works, all cold worked glass. They are assemblages of broken, angular
picces of clear and frostcd glass, glued together, trapping fragments of transparent photographic images.
There is a series of self-portraits from various ages, expressing a concept of memory and how we store
images of the past in between layers of new images: glass being the ideal "fIXative" for the concept. Two
of these self portraits are mounted within a thin black metal frame with a 3D V-shape, perhaps a conceptual
frame/cage that we keep those "transparencies" of our lives within. One work included a layer of dark
polished rock - symbol of a memory block, a black out? The other works deal with the inhumanity of man:
trapping a photo-image of the money-market pages from the newspaper underneath layers of glass that are
splattered with blood-red pigment.
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seA GRADUATING STUDENTS' EXHIBITION (continued)

Mo ORKISZEWSKl showed a very stylised collection of fantasy work, incorporating her experience with
jewellery work and glass engraving. Seven works comprise the "Blue Triangles" series, which include a
triangular glass-topped table with three iron legs with claw feet clasping clear glass spheres, three-sided knife
with a silver handle inscribed with the hieroglyphics of an Egyptian tomb, and triangular cast silver dice, and
are evocative of science-fiction fantasy. An installation called "They found some traces but she was already
gone ... " was a very atmospheric work based on a large, broken glass egg shape (blownfor Mo at Pilchuck)
which she engraved and sandblasted. Inside the broken egg is placed an animal skull, and autumn leaves
are strewn around. Mo included a print from an engraved glass plate amongst these works, as well as a
finely engraved crystal decanter with a sterling silver stopper, very finely crafted with dragon-wing extensions
repeating the image engraved.

PHILIPPA PlAYFORD presented nine works of varying styles and formats, some charged with festive colour,
all romantic, playful and light-hearted. A series of clear blown vessels with elongated enamelled panels with
leunig-like figures chasing evasive hearts. There is a large wallpiece of painted glass mermaids playing
hockey with hockey stick shapes extending well out of the glass panel with a decorated/textured rim of
plaster, paper mache studded with shards. There is a massive clear slumped bowl suspended at waist height
on a 3-legged wrought iron stand with two figures encircling the sides, scratched into a black background.
A work entitled "Catch my fallen heart" was conceptually a very charming work: a clear blown narrow vessel
bearing a panel with a heart descending by parachute was fixed at the apex of a large triangular base. The
vessel was askew, as if it were actually falling, and painted on the glass base was a figure running to catch
it. The work "Hearts like Vessels ... " makes good use of shape, form and humour.

The works in this exhibition cover the entire range of glass skills available and make good aesthetic use of
glass. The works are inventive and display much exploration and expression with the medium. It will be
interesting to see how these techniques will evolve out of the college context.

Ivana Jirasek

MEAT MARKET CRAFT CENTRE

GLASS BLOWING WORKSHOPS

A DEMONSTRATION OF GLASS BLOWING TECHNIQUES
Thursday March 1st, 1990 9am - 5pm

This one-day workshop is a demonstration workshop only. Hosted by Julio Santos, one of the most
respected and experienced practitioners in Australia, this workshop will show the "secret" techniques that
Julio uses to produce his own work. Cost $60 per person.

.JULIO SANTOS - DEMONSTRATIONS AND HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE
Friday 2nd - Sunday 4th March, 1990.

This three day workshop is for experienced glass blowers only. Information and demonstrations concerning
specific designs and techniques may be requested by the participants. This three day workshop will be a
mixture of hands-on work and demonstrations. Cost: $280 per person.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION REGARDING EITHER OF THESE WORKSHOPS, CONTACT:

Pauline Delaney: Phone (03) 329 9966 (Business Hours)
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PHOTOGRAPHS FROM THE seA GRADUATING STUDENTS' EXHIBITION

Above Left: By Benjamin Edles (engraved by Mo): Blown c1ylinder
(engraved) with image overlay.

Above Right: By Mo Orcaccuski: Detailof installation showing
tabletop & knife & the Flighty Nature of Chance.

Below Left: Goblet, by Benjamin EdJes: Blown and applied
decorations, cut and assembled.

Below Right: By Melinda Frost: Detail of engraved and oil painted
mounted on clear glass.
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INSTRUCTION IN HOT GLASS/GLASS BLOWING

ANNUAL WORKSHOPS (2) 1990

THE GLEBE HOT GLASS STUDIO is offering
a beginners and advanced Hot Glass/Glass
Blowing workshop, during February/March 1990.
The workshop shall involve instruction in hot
glass techniques, including free hand blowing,
mould blowing and decoration of the blown form.
Lunch, morning and afternoon tea will be
provided. Classes are limited to four positions for
each workshop, making a total of eight positions
available.

Total Cost for the Workshop per person is $700,
payable in advance.

The first Workshop for beginners wilI run from
Monday, 19th February to Friday, 23rd February,
1990.

The Advanced Workshop wilI run from Monday,
26th February to Friday, 2nd March, 1990.

All enquiries may be directed to Keith Rowe at the
Glebe Hot Glass Studio on (02) 660 3329, or by
writing to P.G. Box 155, Glebe, 2037. Positions are
limited.

:. " .."',. ~:'.. "1' .~' '. ~~'J::"':. ... .'

TRAINEE REQUIRED

THE GLEBE HOT GLASS STUDIO

A trainee is required for the Glebe Hot
Glass Studio. Duties to include: Hot
Glass Assistant, Studio Maintenance, must
be practical, communicative and self
motivated. Experience preferred.

Wage negotiable and glass blowing time
available.

All enquiries to be directed in writing to
P.O. Box 155, GLEBE.

PHOTOS

The Editorial Committee of AUSGLASS is keen to improve the look of this magazine, and feels the addition
of good photographs helps to create a good visual impact, even though (sadly) they have to be in black and
white. Trying to obtain GOOD black and white photos is not an easy task. Our main priorities are for photos
to be of a piece of glass work that shows merit in its field, and for the photo itself to stiIl be visually
attractive, even in black and white. As most of us know, glass is a very difficult medium to photograph, and
an object that photographs weIl in colour does not always look as good in black and white, in fact what often
happens is that the object loses most of the very qualities that made the piece good in the first instance.

We would like to express our thanks to Greg Piper, a professional photographer from Sydney, for the
donation of his time and effort to obtain a good photograph for this issue's front cover (especially as it was
with very short notice). We hope to be able to reproduce more of Greg's work in future editions. Anyone
wanting to make use of Greg's services can contact him at 1st Floor, 42 Alberto Street, Lilyfield,
N.S.W., 2040. Phone: (02) 555 7744.

We will be glad to look at any good black and white photographs of glass work should anyone wish to submit
them to the Editorial Committee. Submission of the photo, negative and details of the work should be
sent care of the Editor.
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TAXATION AND THE ARTS

In August, the Arts Law Centre of Australia hosted a conference on Taxation and the Arts, which I attended.
What follows is a brief summary of the main issues raised, and some important sources of information for
further reading.

Initially, a few words on the Arts Law Centre of Australia (ALCA) which was established in 1983 with the
support of the Australia Council. It provides a free national service to assist Australian artists deal with legal
and accounting problems. It is run by a board comprising artists, lawyers and accountants, and staffed by
professionals. To use the service one becomes a subscriber. The subscriber may then ring at any time for
free advice or visit an office for personal advice. There is a toll free number for those outside the Sydney
area. AUSGLASS is a member, but this does not mean that you are all members. Individuals can join for
$32 a year, and this also gives entitlement to discounts on all their publications, form contracts and
conferences.

The keynote address to the Taxation conference began with the daunting statistic that there has been a 50%
increase in tax rulings in the last five years over those of the previous fifty years. Consequently, it is
impossible for an accountant to keep up with it all, let alone ordinary mortals. It is therefore advisable to
utilise the resource of the ALCA which is following all the relevant changes that might affect us. Having
personally used their advice, I can strongly endorse the recommendation.

The first important strategy to follow regarding tax deductions, with the ultimate aim of the maximisation
of after tax profit (note: not tax minimisation!), is to establish a pattern that fits a professional. Even if you
are not yet making much money, you need to show that you are working full time and not just "doing it"
(whatever "it" may be in your case) as a hobby. Keep records of your activities and all your receipts. This
cannot be emphasised too much. Tn this day of the desk audit, you must be able to document every claim
you make for a deduction. Cheque butts are not good enough, nor are credit card statements. Ask for,
document, and keep your receipts. Having established that your acti ·ties have a commercial purpose,
demonstrate that you are undertaking a repetitive activity. This can be production work or regular work
towards exhibitions, so long as you demonstrate a profit motive. At this point, some of the purists will throw
up their hands in horror, but bear with me. We have to deal with a gnome in the tax department, and an
art critic he isn't! What he understands is dollars and cents, and the pursuit of same, so if you want to
survive, you have to"learn his language.

An interesting point arose at this juncture regarding the concept of trading stock. The question is, does an
artist have such a thing as trading stock? Probably not. The argument goes like this: a painting or sculpture
or autonomous panel is constructed from materials which have been claimed as tax deductible expenses.
Materials left over at the end of the financial year are valued as stock in hand and classed as an asset. What
value is put on the finished work if it has not been sold? The value of the materials used in its construction
at the most, but certainly not its "price", because until it has been paid for, that price is not "real". This is
a fact that most of us know only too well, but it seems that the Tax Commissioner is prepared to see it also.

The next issue concerns the predicament that many of us find (or would like to find) ourselves in. We carry
on for a few years, earning much the same sort of money, then crack the big commission we have been
hoping for, and make a pile. The down side of this is that you can end up paying 102.5% tax for that
financial year if you are not careful. This is because you have to pay tax, plus the Medicare levy, plus
provisional (which includes a built in loading of about 13%). To ease this slug, tbere are a couple of
strategies, the best of which seems to be tax averaging. This is quite a complex calculation, but in a nutshell,
it averages your income over a five year period and can produce a considerable saving if tbe discrepancy
between your usual and the good year is large. It is possible to opt in and out of the scheme, but unless you
have a couple of really bad years, you may as well stay in. Talk to yow accountant if you find yourself in
this position. Good records will be essential to take advantage of this syst m.
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TAXATION AND THE ARTS (continued)

The issue of incorporation often arises, so a little about business structures. The simplest system is to
operate as an individual. If you plan to make a loss, be an individual business. Partnership is much the
same as being an individual, unless you go into partnership with a spouse, which allows income splitting and
some tax advantages. The disadvantage of these options for some people is the lack of "limited liability"
which one can achieve in a company. This is a little illusory, as good insurances are available to businesses
and company directors can be held personally liable for mismanagement of companies.

It is worth forming a company if you think you are going to make a lot of money and you intend to make
use of superannuation as an investment and deduction. However, you need to be operating in the big league
before tax advantages accrue. For example, it is probably necessary to put aside about $10,000 each year
in superannuation before the tax savings offset the establishment and running costs of the company.
Companies pay no provisional tax, but pay quarterly tax instalments in the year after income is earned.
However, the only way to really save through the structure is to reinvest in the company, and not distribute
any income. The reality is that if you are in the average to middle income bracket, there is virtually no way
to legally minimise your tax liability other than through the accepted scheme of deductions. The wheeler
dealers in the multi-million dollar league can get away with it for a while, mainly by diverting their money
offshore. For artists with overseas sales, even this system is illusory, as you have to leave the country to be
able to take advantage of it.

The take home messages after a day of fairly high powered advice were as follows.

*

*

*

*

*

The Australian taxation system is oppressive and very tight. Unless you are in a very high income
bracket, you cannot avoid tax.

Seek good accounting advice when establishing a business structure.

Keep accurate records, all receipts, and do not claim deuuctions you cannot substantiate against your
income.

Buy the following essential books:-

Eaming a Livillg ill the Visual Arls alld Crafts in Australia by James F. Stokes,
Published by Hale and Ironmonger

77le Visual Arlist alld the Law by Shane Simpson,
Published by The Law Book Company Limited

Join the ALCA. Ring toll free (008) 22 1457 or (02) 211 4033 for an application form.

Disclaimer time!! I uo not have any more expertise in this field than can be gained by having run a
successful professional art business for seven years. What I have wriuen above is based on my interpretation
of what was said at the seminar, and is only intended as a guide to stimulate you to seek professional advice.
There is now a group of people who understand the particular problems relating to making a living as an
artist in this country, and able to assist us in dealing with the complexities of the legal and taxation systems.
If you are professional in your approach, you will follow this advice. The concept that, if one takes seriously
matters pertaining to making money, there is some conllict with one's ability to make art, is truly dead.

Marc Grunseit
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EVE ON ART: HABITAT GALLERIES
REPRODUCED FROM AN ARTICLE BY MARSHA MIRO, DETROIT FREE PRESS, OCTOBER
1989

The Artists: About 15 contemporary artists from Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Australia and the United
States

The Medium: Glass - cast, blown, constructed and carved

The Place: Habatat Galleries, 32255 Northwestern Highway, Farmington Hills; through Saturday,
10-6 Tue-Sat.

The Opinion: There is a glimmer of internationalism here, an awareness of the large world of art and art
history. But overriding is a strong nationalism among the Hungarian and Czech works and an
experimentation among the Australians. The Americans, as usual, wander and wonder everywhere.

In the front gallery, the stacked or cast glass works by Maria Lugossy and her husband, Zoltan Bohus, of
Hungary range from his cerebral, naturalised geometric forms to her rock formations chipped to reveal
entrapped human heads. His pieces have a minimalist coolness, hers an expressionist's turgidness. Judged,
as far as possible, in relation to their world, there is a European polish, an emphasis on finesse. But the
work is bogged down in the material properties of the glass, making it pedantic rather than poetic.

The young Czechs, with their nation's illustrious tradition of glassmaking, seem a bit more advanced in their
treatment of the medium and their visions. There is a constructed piece by Bohumil Elias that conjures a
futuristic environment, a cast and cut still life by Jan Fisar that has an anonymity and pleasing fluidity, and
a cast and decorated clear column by Jaromin Rybak that uses different techniques interestingly but doesn't
say anything so interesting as a whole. This is not contemporary Czech glass at its strongest.

The Australians studied with the German master Klaus Moje, who kiln fires his glass, as opposed to blowing
it. Moje's simple plates dominate because they are so uncontrived. Geometric patterns strung across
geometric shapes set up an electricity between form and decoration. Gillian Mann updates ancient symbols
of fertility and mortality with a wry, childlike humour and touch. She seems in touch with the primal needs
of art-making. There is a sophisticated play with solid and implied vessel forms in Meza Rijsdijk's bowls.
Here the outline, the shape are all that exist of these containers. Vicky Torr's bowls are beautiful in dappled
colour and form - closer to craft than art.

Of the U.S. contingent, Michael Pavlik's series of attached geometric shapes that play with gravity and grow
incongruously together are by far the best - in fact, with Moje's plates, they are the best work in the show.

MEAT MARKET CRAFT CENTRE

NATIONAL GLASS AWARD

The Meat Market Craft Centre is proud to announce that ACI Glass Packaging is sponsoring a National
Glass Award for Australian glass artists. The Award will take the form of a six month residency in either
the Hot Glass or Cold Glass Access Workshops at the Meat Market Craft Centre in 1990.

The Award will cover all workshop fees and free use of workshop equipment in either workshop to the value
of $5,000. ACI will supply glass worth $500.

For further details and application forms, please contact Relton Leaver at the Meat Market Craft Centre,
42 Courtney Street, North Melbourne, Victoria, 3051, or ring (03) 329 9966.
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CONTEST TO FIND AUSGLASS CONFERENCE IMAGE

WIN YOUR CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FEE

We are looking for the pertect image which embodies the spirit of AUSGLAss. The winning entry will be
used in all publicity material for the Conference. The image can be a drawing, photograph, or a combination
of the two.

Send your entries to: ·Conference Image Contest"
C/o Hamilton Glass Gallery,
156 Burns Bay Road,
Lane Cove. N.S. W. 2066.

Due to the overwhelming response, it has been decided to extend the closing date for entries to be
received to 31 st January, 1990.

The winner will be notified by mail. Contest open to all AUSGLASS members, their families, relatives,
friends, pets, etc. An impartial judge will be appointed.

SEND US YOUR ENTRY TODAY!!

PUBLICATIONS

Reproduced below is the first page of a very interesting 11 page catalogue of contemporary and modern
glass books available from the Book Exchange in Corning, New York. The catalogue lists 117 books, most
of which are reasonably priced, so it could be very worthwhile obtaining a copy of this catalogue if you are
interested in building up your glass library.
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• '30.00

3. lEl7:1 Cont ••po.,- • .,... CONTEMPORARV CIECHOSLOVAV-IAN GLASS ART. £lac ..
R.ton Mu.gulll of Art. 1 'i'EI:I , 3bpp •• Jllu•••O'll. co! 0'" , plctorl.! w"'.p.,
V.Qood. A,..tt .. t., 8. Ad"nlli"ofII()""., J. S"'ychto"".lI. J. E"n .. ,... J.
Fi ... ,.., M. H.. ndl, P. HI 01.101. , F. J.lIn.llk. p. J"Zlth:, M. K""'.I, V. 1':!"ln, V.
Klu'llp.",o"".lI, S. Llb.n.l.:y, V. Mllch ..e. I. Moll,.."., J. MolI,..V., 8'. NOlolollk J,-.,
A. Otn, R. RoubVC"k, J ROllip .. I, J. Ryb.k, M. 61 lllln., J. SIoIObOd.ll, O.
Tichy, P. T,...nk •• A. TO'll .... O. IoI.l1Ch l 0101" , K. V.lInu,...lI, A. V•• ICDI:. J.
Zo,..lc.k 'I~.OO

4. 1318 Cont"..po.uy. NEW AMERICAN GLASSI FOCUS WEST VlflGINIA.
Hunt1nQtOf"l G.lI11_1 •• 1 1~84, w"'.plo, "". qood. 0.11;"'-, H.lIlom,
Hucnth.llu ••n, Kahlltl,",n" '::'.00

:I. 1b80 Contll'.Por.ll,..Y. F. C. H.lI ....pliOn .nd T.J. [Joong-, :!~ YEARS: GLASS
AS AN ART MIEDllJo'1. H.b.t.t G.}}.,,..1."1 1987, 18:5 pp" 111u•. , colo"',
--.p., l.t vd •• lld to 1500 copl".. "2:5 ye.ll"'lii-GI.lI." .IS .. n Ar-t
KQdlu",- i0oi.1. publt.hlid with two go.l. In 1II1ndi FI,.. .. t lO docum"nt lh.
2:; y".'" hl.tory of .,..tl .. t. u.lng QI ••• ~nd 'IlicondlY: lO C.l.loQue .lind
111u .. t,...lIt,..1I' th. -.0,..1.. 01 In. ~,..lI .. l .. P.,..Uclp<lUnQ In th" I:'lh .nnu.lli
n.lIon.1 Intltr"<lUon.' QI ••• In""Jt.lIon.llt ."htbltlon .t HolIb.t.t
G,",llvrltrlO ...

CONTEMPORARY GLASS

AUTUMN
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b. 449 Cont"~o,...,..y. L.blno. Oo.... lnlc. A DECADE OF GLASS
CRAFTSKANSHIP l'i'b~-197~. Pilk1nQton Gl ... " MUIli(iuml l'i'74-7~ 68 IllulO 8
colo,.., w"'~PPII'r-. 7b PP. V. Qood. A JOr ,..ltt"'OlOpClCtl"(i C"~"IOQ of t~1I
Co-foundll'''' 01 th. Aon""'lc.n Studio GI IIl0Iollim(inl. 5'10.00

7. 470 ContlH1Opor.,.y. HARVEV LITTLETONI A RETROSFECTIVE ElHlBITIO,....
Atl.nl. H1Qh Mu"vu .. of A'-l, 1'i'84, ll0 pp. IIlu". In colo,.. wllh "om~

bL.ck &. """It. pl.l ••• Fin •. I. W., OfirU • bound Ltd. Ed. 01 .(10
copt.,. In .1.:pc.,,1I' .nd .IQn"d. 'b~ :'. R,,~ul.r c.llt .. loQu~, ...r.pc.. "", ..
.t I:!O.OO 1.00

8. 2310 Contel'l'lpO"'ol'-y/MOdl/,..n. ALVAR AND AINI hALTO tiS GLASS D(SIGr;!:RS.
Iltt.l.lll 1988. 80pp., lllu •. , wr.p., n~... 13::'.00

q. 2404 Cont "I'I'lPO"'.'" y. AMERICAN CRAl="TS 81. Cu,-rlur Golll"'''YI 1'10),
201pp, , Illu". :!4 b&. ... pl.tv". "lib., Qooa A "'ultl-...dlulll cr.llit
1I'1Ihlbilion GI •• " Arll.t •• W. F1I.n. W. GI.lI.n",.., M. O. Kr-,utr, M.
Rl,l •• ull J,..., St .. ,..,.., p. C., K. ,,",01 kof! I llJ. 00



BERYL'S COLUMN

Beryl would like to wish all our
members a very Happy Christmas and
prosperous New Year. She hopes to
be able to keep up with the flood of
incoming mail and will endeavour to
help you with your problems if you
wish to write to her c/o the Editor.
As you can see, Beryl has now taken
up kiln work and her slumping seems
to leave a lot to be desired - it's a pity
about the kiln prop that fell over!

Dear Beryl,

What's the difference between a paperweight and a
sculpture?

Signed: Concerned Artist

Dear Beryl,

I've heard that leadlight fish-tanks with bevelled
lenses are about to be the rage. Do you think this
could be tme?

Signed: Up to Date!

Dear Concerned Artist,

The answer to this question - the difference is
that only one has an inferiority complex.

Dear Up to Date,

Wrong!! According to Dan Klein (Christies' glass
expert), architectural glass is the rage having
spontaneiously appeared after Ludwig Schaffrath
graced these shores in the early 80's. Ah! the
magic of it all. A bit like Santa eh!
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Glass Fusing in a Microwave Oven?

AND THEY SAID IT COULDN'T BE DONEII

A number of drawbacks have always faced anyone connected (or wishing to be connected) with glass fusing. The
main ones being the high costs of kilns and the actual firing, plus the arch enemy, father time. These problems
have now been largely overcome with the advent of the range EZ MICRO WAVE KILNS.

EZ MICRO WAVE KILNS are essentially a by-product of Aeor Space Technology in that the materials used to form
the kiln now allows US to harness the "micro waves" in a simple domestic micro wave oven. As glass is a liquid the
"micro v.'3ve" melt and fuse glass in the incredibly quick time of as little as three minutes. Natural annealing and
cooling takes around 20 minutes depending on the size of the project.

EZ MICRO WAVE KILNs are presently available in the "mini size" only (75mm diameter work surface) but will soon
come in a variety of sizes up to 200mm diameter work surface. Some additional bonuses with the EZ MICRO

WAVE Kn.Ns come in the form of their ability to be used in the firing of paints and stains as well as ceramics.

The kiln will function for up to 300 firings and come with a three year guarantee. Further information is available
from THE GlASS CON!'I'ECTION, telephone (02) 534 2999, or fax (02) 534 4146.

We are pleased to introduce Glastar's new family of Beveling Equipment. The equipment is available in two
combinations:

(a) Studio Set (shown above)

(b) Professional Glass Shop Set.

Glastar uses only the finest diamond and polishing wheels and now places beveling at everyone's fIngertips at an
affordable price. For further information contact THE GlASS COf'\'NECTION, telephone (02) 534 7Sf)9, or fax (02)
534 4146.
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